THE APP FOR ANDROID TABLET TO
MANAGE INFORMATION ON ACCIDENT

S@feTrack is the proprietary Safety21’s platform for the census of car crashes.
The platform is designed to provide the Police Force and experts a versatile tool for the
preparation of accident report, in electronic format on the Android Tablet.
Integrated with TITAN©, S@feTrack allows the creation of an accident files in PDF format and

their distribution through a portal with restricted access to insurance companies, leading
victims and third parties involved.
S@feTrack enables Police Forces to accurately collect
in a very intuitive way all useful details on the
dynamics, context and characteristics of each road
accident, information that can be used for different
purposes. One of these is the creation of a database
wich can provide statistics that can improve traffic
management and road safety - responsibility of the
individual Administration - identifying, for example,
the most dangerous road sections, those in which
statistically occur the most number of accidents.

With this information it will be possible to act by
improving the signs, installing speed detection devices
and putting in place all those targeted measures to
reduce the risks arising from cars circulation.

istinti

Digital
Intuitive software for Road accident
detection and accident reports drafting.

Accurate

Simple
With a few simple steps you
may collect incident's data
and create automatically a
report in PDF format.

Data Base Statistics
The integration with the
TITAN© platform allows to
create statistics for the
improvement of road safety
and traffic management.

It allows authorities to intuitively and
accurately collect all useful details on
dynamic, context and characteristics of
each road accident.

Immediate
The report is available immediately
through a portal with restricted access
to victims, third parties involved,
insurance companies.
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